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It has been recently proposed that Extreme Learning
Machines (ELM) can be used to train single hidden layer
feedforward neural networks (SLFNs). In ELM, initiation of
the hidden nodes is done randomly and before it is fixed
without iterative tuning. Furthermore, ELM’s hidden nodes do
not even need to be neuron alike. The free parameter that it
has to learn is the connections (or weights) between the output
layer and the hidden layer. As such, ELM is developed as a
linear-in-the-parameter model that is ultimately concerned
with solving a linear system. Unlike traditional FNN learning
methods, ELM is significantly more efficient and it has a
greater tendency to achieve a global optimum. It has been
shown by theoretical studies that ELM is capable of
maintaining the SLFNs’ universal approximation capability
even if it works with randomly generated hidden nodes
(Huang et al. 2006; Huang & Chen 2007; Huang & Chen
2008). With frequently utilised activation functions, ELM is
capable of achieving the traditional FNN’s almost optimal
generalisation bound, where it learns all the parameters (Liu et
al. 2015). ELM’s advantages over traditional FNN algorithms
in generalisation and efficiency performance have been
observed on a vast range of problems from various
fields(Huang et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2012). ELM has been
observed to generally have more efficiency compared to least
square support vector machines (LS-SVMs) (Suykens &
Vandewalle 1999), support vector machines (SVMs) (Cortes
& Vapnik 1995), and other advanced algorithms. Empirical
studies revealed that ELM’s generalisation ability is
comparable or even superior to that of SVMs and SVMs’
variants (Huang et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2012; FernándezDelgado et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2014). ELM and SVM were
compared in detail in (Huang 2014) and (Huang et al. 2012).
In the past decade, ELM applications and theories have been
investigated extensively. From a learning efficiency
standpoint, ELM’s original design has three objectives: high
learning accuracy, least human invention, and fast learning
speed (as demonstrated in Fig. 1). The original ELM model
has been equipped with various extensions to make it more
suitable and efficient for specific applications. The authors of
(Huang et al. 2015) wrote a review paper that did a wideranging study on ELM. Also, (Huang et al. 2011) gave a
literature survey about ELM’s applications and theories. Since

Abstract
Feedforward neural networks (FFNN) have been utilised for
various research in machine learning and they have gained a
significantly wide acceptance. However, it was recently noted
that the feedforward neural network has been functioning
slower than needed. As a result, it has created critical
bottlenecks among its applications. Extreme Learning
Machines (ELM) were suggested as alternative learning
algorithms instead of FFNN. The former is characterised by
single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFN). It
selects hidden nodes randomly and analytically determines
their output weight. This review aims to, first, present a short
mathematical explanation to explain the basic ELM. Second,
because of its notable simplicity, efficiency, and remarkable
generalisation performance, ELM has had wide uses in
various domains, such as computer vision, biomedical
engineering, control and robotics, system identification, etc.
Thus, in this review, we will aim to present a complete view
of these ELM advances for different applications. Finally,
ELM’s strengths and weakness will be presented, along with
its future perspectives.
Keywords: Extreme Learning Machine, Single-Hidden
Layer Feedforward Neural Networks.

INTRODUCTION
Ever since the popular backpropagation (BP) algorithm has
been introduced, feedforward neural networks (FNN) have
been studied well and used widely (Rumelhart et al. 1988).
Traditional BP algorithm is considered a first order gradient
method that can be used to optimise parameters. However, it
suffers from local minimum problem and slow convergence.
Researchers have suggested different techniques to improve
the optimality or efficiency in FNN training, such as subset
selection methods (Chen et al. 1991; Li et al. 2005), second
order optimisation methods (Hagan & Menhaj 1994;
Wilamowski & Yu 2010), or global optimisation methods
(Yao 1993; Branke 1995). Despite the fact that it exhibits
better generalisation performance or faster training speed
compared to the BP algorithm, majority of these methods are
still not capable of guaranteeing a global optimal solution.
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then, there has been more active research on ELM. From a
theoretical point of view, ELM’s universal approximation
capability was investigated further in (Huang et al. 2012).
ELM’s generalisation ability was studied using the framework
from the initial localized generalisation error model (LGEM)
(Xi-Zhao et al. 2013) and statistical learning theory (Liu et al.
2012; Lin et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015). Many ELM variants
have been suggested to meet specific application
requirements. For example, the test time must be minimized in
cost sensitive learning, which needs a compact network so
that it can satisfy the test time budget. In this context, ELM
was able to successfully adapt in order to attain high
compactness in terms of network size (Deng et al. 2011; He et
al. 2011; MartíNez-MartíNez et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2012; Du
et al. 2013; Lahoz et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013;
Bai et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014). ELM extensions for
noisy/missing data (Miche et al. 2010; Man et al. 2011;
Horata et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2013), online sequential data
(Liang et al. 2006; Lan et al. 2009; Rong et al. 2009; Zhao et
al. 2012; Ye et al. 2013), imbalanced data (Horata et al. 2013;
Zong et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2014), etc. have also been
observed. Furthermore, apart from its uses in regression and
traditional classification tasks, ELM’s applications have
recently been extended to feature selection, clustering, and
representational learning (Benoít et al. 2013; Kasun et al.
2013; Huang et al. 2014). This review will first give a short
mathematical explanation for the basic ELM. Next, it will
present a roadmap for the newest optimisations on ELM and
ELM’s applications. Finally, ELM’s strengths and weaknesses
will be presented.

Figure 1: Learning targets of ELM framework (Huang et al.
2015)

The succeeding parts of this review will be organised into the
following sections: In Section 2, the formulation of classical
ELM will be introduced. Sections 3, 4, will offer an intensive
review of ELM’s extensions and improvements for its various
applications. Section 5 will present ELM’s strengths and
weakness, along with its future perspectives. Section 6
presents the conclusion of the paper.

CLASSICAL EXTREME LEARNING MACHINES
This section will introduce the classical ELM model along
with its basic variants for supervised regression and
classification (Huang et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2006; Huang et
al. 2011; Huang et al. 2012).The feature mappings, hidden
nodes, and feature space of ELM were suggested for use in
‘‘generalised’’ single-hidden layer feedforward networks. In
these networks, the hidden layer does not have to be neuron
alike (Huang & Chen 2007; Huang & Chen 2008; Huang et al.
2012). ELM’s output function for generalised SLFNs is
represented by the following equation

It should be noted that the randomised strategies of ELM
learning frameworks for nonlinear feature construction have
attracted a large amount of interest in the machine learning
and computational intelligence community (Rahimi & Recht
2008; Rahimi & Recht 2008; Rahimi & Recht 2009; Saxe et
al. 2011; Le et al. 2013; Widrow et al. 2013). These
approaches have a close relationship to ELM and a number of
them can be considered special cases since they have many
common properties. For instance, (Rahimi & Recht
2009)introduced the Random Kitchen Sinks (RKS), which is a
special kind of ELM that restricts the construction of its
hidden layer to the Fourier basis. The No-Prop algorithm
demonstrated in (Widrow et al. 2013) possesses a spirit
similar to that of ELM. However, the former trains its output
weights with the use of the Least Mean Square (LMS)
method.

𝑓𝐿 (x) = ∑𝐿𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖 ℎ𝑖 (x) = ℎ(x)𝛽

(1)

Where 𝛽=[𝛽1 , … , 𝛽𝐿 ]𝑇 is represents the output weight vector
between the L nodes’ hidden layer to the m ≥ 1 output nodes,
and h(x) = [h1(x), …, hL(x)] represents the nonlinear feature
mapping of ELM (Fig. 2), e.g., the hidden layer’s output (row)
vector in terms of the input x. hi(x) is the ith hidden node’s
output. The hidden nodes’ output functions are not always
unique. One can use different output functions in different
hidden neurons. Specifically, in real applications, hi(x) can be
presented as
hi(x) = G(ai, bi, x),ai∈Rd, bi ∈ R

(2)

Where G (a, b, x) (having hidden node parameters (a, b))
represents a nonlinear piecewise continuous function that
meets the capability theorems of ELM universal
approximation (Huang et al. 2006; Huang & Chen 2007;
Huang & Chen 2008).
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Figure 2: ELM architecture; the hidden nodes in ELM can be combinatorial nodes that are made up of different types of
computational nodes (Huang & Chen 2007)

Table 1: Commonly used mapping functions in ELM

𝐆(𝐚, 𝐛, 𝐱) =

𝟏
𝟏 + 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−(𝐚・𝐱 + 𝐛))

Hyperbolic tangent
function

G(a, b, x) =

1 − exp(−(a・x + b))
1 + exp(−(a・x + b))

Gaussian function

G(a, b, x) = exp(−b ∥ x − a ∥)

Multiquadric
function

G(a, b, x) = (∥ x − a ∥ + b2)1/2

Hard limit function

G(a, b, x) = {1,
0,

Sigmoid function

Cosine
function/Fourier
basis

utilizes kernel functions to map features, or deep neural
networks (Bengio 2009), which utilise Auto-Encoders/AutoDecoders or Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) for
feature learning. In ELM, the nonlinear mapping functions
can be any of the nonlinear piecewise continuous functions.
Table 1 shows some of the most commonly used ones.

if 𝐚 ・𝐱+ b ≤ 0
otherwise

Figure 3: ELM feature mappings and feature space (Huang et
al. 2015)

G(a, b, x) = cos(a ・x + b)

Instead of being explicitly trained, ELM randomly generates
(does not depend on the training data) the hidden node
parameters (a, b) based on any of the continuous probability
distribution. This results into notable efficiency in comparison
to traditional BP neural networks. Aside from the activation
functions presented in Table 1, other special mapping
functions are also utilized in ELM and its variants, like those
utilized in wavelet ELM (Cao et al. 2010; Malathi et al. 2010;
Malathi et al. 2011; Avci & Coteli 2012) and fuzzy ELM (Qu
et al. 2011; Daliri 2012; Zhang & Ji 2013).

Essentially, there are two main stages involved when ELM
trains an SLFN: (1) randomised feature mapping and (2)
solving of linear parameters. During the first stage, the hidden
layer is randomly initialised by the ELM so that the input data
can be mapped into a feature space (known as the ELM
feature space) using some of the nonlinear mapping functions
(see Fig. 3). This first stage differentiates ELM from
numerous existing learning algorithms like SVM, which
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is done using the least-squares solution. Furthermore, they
have been defined by the outputs of the targets and the hidden
layer. Figure 4 shows an overview of the training algorithm
and the ELM structure. A brief description of ELM will be
given in the next section.

Basic Extreme Learning Machine
(Huang et al. 2006) proposed the original ELM algorithm that
can be used to train SLFN. In ELM, the main idea involves
the hidden layer weights. Furthermore, the biases are
randomly generated and the calculation of the output weights

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

1

Input xj1

2

Input xj2
3

Output tj

...

Input xj3
4
...

Input xjn

L

Figure 4: Diagram of Extreme Learning Machine (Huang et al. 2011)

The standard of SLFNs and L hidden nodes in the activation
function g(x) can be taken as samples of N without error. In
other words, mean:∑𝐿𝑗=1 || 𝑜𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗 || = 0, i.e., and there exist
𝛽 𝑖,Wi, and bi in such a way that

Where:
N refers to a set of unique samples (Xi, ti), where Xi = [xi1,
xi2…xin] T∈ Rn and ti= [ti1, ti2…tim] T ∈Rm.
L represents the hidden layer nodes.
g(x) represents the activation function, which is also a
mathematical model that is represented by the following
equation:
𝐿

∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝑔𝑖 (𝑊𝑖 . 𝑋𝑗 + 𝑏𝑖 ) = 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, … . , 𝑁.

(4)

𝑖=1

𝐿

∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝑔𝑖 (𝑋𝑗 ) = ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝑔𝑖 (𝑊𝑖 . 𝑋𝑗 + 𝑏𝑖 )
𝑖=1

𝐿

From the equations given above for N, it can then be
presented as follows:
H𝛽 =T
(5)
Where:
H (W1… WL, b1…bL, X1… XN)

(3)

𝑖=1

g(W1 . X1 + b1 )

…

=

g(W1 . XN + b1)
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…
…
…

g(WL . X1 + bL )

…

J = 1… N.
Where:
Wi = [Wi1, Wi2… Win] T represents the weight vector that
connects the hidden node and the ith input nodes.
𝛽 𝑖 = [𝛽 𝑖1, 𝛽 𝑖2,……, 𝛽 𝑖𝑚] Trepresents the weight vector that
connects the hidden node and the ith output nodes.
bi represents the ith hidden node’s threshold.
Wi .Xj represents the inner product of Wi and Xj. Selection of
the output nodes is linearly done, however.

g(WL . XN + bL)
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Moreover, (Huang et al. 2008) proposed an improved I-ELM
that possessed fully complex hidden nodes. This improvement
extended the I-ELM from its real domain and all the way to
the complex domain.

t1T 
1T 
    and T   . 
t T 
 T 
 L  L*m
 N  N *m
Equation (5) then turns into a linear system. Furthermore, the
output weights β can be determined analytically by
discovering a least square solution in the following way:

Pruning ELM
The use of too few/many hidden nodes may result into issues
of underfitting/overfitting in pattern classification.(Rong et al.
2008) developed a pruned-ELM (P-ELM) algorithm that
provides an automated and systematic way to design an ELM
network. P-ELM starts with a large amount of hidden nodes
before it gets rid of the lowly relevant or irrelevant hidden
nodes by taking into account their relevance to the class labels
in the learning process. As a result, one can automate the
architectural design of ELM. Simulation results revealed that
the P-ELM resulted in compact network classifiers that are
capable of generating robust prediction accuracy and fast
response on unseen data compared to the standard BP, ELM,
and MRAN. P-ELM is mostly suitable for pattern
classification problems. Given the fact that too few/many
hidden nodes can result into issues of underfitting/overfitting
in pattern classification, Rong et al. (2008) proposed a prunedELM (P-ELM) algorithm. This algorithm is a systematic and
automated way to design an ELM network. P-ELM starts with
a large amount of hidden nodes before it gets rid of the lowly
relevant or irrelevant hidden nodes by taking into account
their relevance to the class labels in the learning process. As a
result, one can automate the architectural design of ELM.
Simulation results revealed that the P-ELM resulted in
compact network classifiers that are capable of generating
robust prediction accuracy and fast response on unseen data
compared to the standard BP, ELM, and MRAN. P-ELM is
mostly suitable for pattern classification problems.

𝛽 = 𝐻†T
Where 𝐻 † is represents the Moore–Penrose generalised
inverse for H. Thus, the output weights are calculated via a
mathematical transformation. This makes sure that the lengthy
training phrase when network parameters are iteratively
adjusted with some suitable learning parameters (like
iterations and learning rate) is done away with.
Huang et al. (2006) enumerated the variables, where H
represents the output matrix of the neural network’s hidden
layer; in H, the ith column is used to describe the ith hidden
layer nodes in terms of the input nodes. If L ≤ N represents
the desired number of hidden nodes, the activation function g
becomes infinitely differentiable.
VARIANTS OF ELM
This section summarises and briefly introduces several typical
variants of ELM.

Incremental ELM
(Huang et al. 2006) developed an Incremental Extreme
Learning Machine (I-ELM) to create a feedforward network
that is incremental. I-ELM added nodes randomly to the
hidden layer. This addition was done one by one. It then froze
the existing hidden nodes’ output weights during the addition
of a new hidden node. I-ELM is efficient not only for SLFN
having continuous activation functions (as well as
differentiable), but they are also efficient for SLFNs that have
piecewise continuous activation functions (like threshold).
Given this context of I-ELM, Huang et al. presented the
convex I-ELM (CI-ELM) and enhance I-ELM (EI-ELM).
Unlike I-ELM, CI-ELM (Huang & Chen 2007) recalculates
the existing hidden nodes’ output weights when a new hidden
node is added. Compared to I-ELM, CI-ELM is able to
achieve more compact network architectures and faster
convergence rates while retaining the efficiency and
simplicity of I-ELM. EI-ELM (Huang & Chen 2008) allows
for the maximum amount of hidden nodes. Furthermore, users
need not set control parameters manually. Unlike the original
I-ELM, EI-ELM chooses the optimal hidden node. This
means that the smallest residual error is obtained at every
learning step among several of the hidden nodes that were
randomly generated. EI-ELM is able to achieve a much more
compact network architecture and faster convergence rate.

Error-minimised ELM
(Feng et al. 2009) developed an error-minimisation-based
method that can be used for ELM (EM-ELM). This method is
able to grow hidden nodes group by group or one by one and
automatically know the amount of hidden nodes that can be
found in generalised SLFNs. During network growth,
updating of the output weights is done incrementally, which
pointedly lowers the computational complexity. For sigmoid
type hidden nodes, the simulation results revealed that this
technique could significantly lower ELM’s computational
complexity and help formulate an efficient ELM
implementation.

Two-stage ELM
To achieve a parsimonious solution for the preliminary
ELM’s network structure, (Lan et al. 2010) proposed a
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systematic two-stage algorithm (named TS-ELM). During the
first stage, they applied a forward recursive algorithm to
choose the hidden nodes from the randomly generated
candidates in each step. These hidden nodes were then added
to the network until they met the stopping criterion.
Consequently, each hidden node’s significance was
determined by their net contribution after being added to the
network. During the second stage, a review of the selected
hidden nodes was done in order to get rid of the unimportant
nodes in the network. This step significantly reduced the
complexity of the network. The empirical studies conducted
on the six cases revealed that TS-ELM having a significantly
smaller network structure may be able to achieve similar or
better performance than EM-ELM.

called the evolutionary extreme learning machine (E-ELM) to
optimize the hidden biases and input weights and determine
the weights of the output. In E-ELM, the input weights and
hidden biases were optimised using the modified differential
evolutionary (DE) algorithm. The output weights were
analytically determined using the Moore– Penrose (MP)
generalised inverse. Experimental results revealed that EELM was capable of achieving good generalisation
performance that has more compact networks and which is
superior to other algorithms like GALS, BP, and the original
ELM.

Voting-based ELM
Since the hidden nodes in ELM’s learning parameters are
randomly assigned and stay the same during the training
process, ELM may not achieve the optimal classification
boundary. As such, the samples nearest to the classification
boundary run the risk of being misclassified. Therefore, Cao
et al. (2012) developed an improved algorithm referred to as
the voting-based extreme learning machine (V-ELM). The
aim of this algorithm is to lessen the amount of misclassified
samples that are found near the classification boundary. In VELM, the main idea is to conduct multiple independent ELM
trainings rather than just performing a single ELM training
and taking a final decision that is based on the results of the
majority voting method (Cao et al. 2012). V-ELM was able to
improve the classification performance, lessen the amount of
misclassified samples, and reduce variance among the
different realisations. Based on the simulations conducted on
numerous real-world classification datasets, it was observed
that V-ELM generally performed better than the original ELM
algorithm and even other recent classification algorithms.

Online sequential ELM
When using the conventional ELM, all of the training data
must be available for training purposes. However, the training
data in real applications may be obtained one by one or chunk
by chunk. (Liang et al. 2006) proposed a sequential learning
algorithm called the online sequential extreme learning
machine (OS-ELM). This algorithm is able to work with both
RBF and additive nodes in a unified framework. OSELM that
has additive nodes randomly generates the input weights that
connect the hidden nodes and biases to the input nodes. It then
analytically determines the output weights based on the
hidden nodes’ output. Unlike the other kinds of sequential
learning algorithms, the OS-ELM only needs the specification
for the number of hidden nodes. This is also similar to the
conventional ELM. To enhance the OSELM’s performance
and acquaint the ensemble networks with the sequential
learning mode, (Lan et al. 2009) developed an integrated
network structure that is referred to as the ensemble of online
sequential extreme learning machine (EOS-ELM). EOS-ELM
is made up of several OS-ELM networks. For these networks,
the network performance’s final measurement is computed
based on the average value of the outputs for every OS-ELM
in the ensemble. Furthermore, to show the training data’s
timeliness in the learning process,(Zhao et al. 2012)
developed an improved EOS-ELM called the online
sequential extreme learning machine with forgetting
mechanism (FOS-ELM). This algorithm can retain EOSELM’s advantages and enhance its learning effects by quickly
getting rid of the out-dated data during the learning process in
order to lessen their bad affection to the next learning process.

Ordinal ELM
To study the ELM algorithm further for ordinal regression
problems, (Deng et al. 2010) introduced three ELM-based
ordinal regression algorithms and an encoding-based ordinal
regression framework. The paper developed an encodingbased framework that can be used for ordinal regression and
that contained three encoding schemes: multiple binary
classifications having a one-against-all decomposition
method, single multi-output classifier, and one-against-one
method. The framework was used as the basis for the
redesigning of the SLFN for ordinal regression problems.
Extreme learning machine was then used to train the
algorithms. Experiments conducted on the three types of
datasets revealed that ordinal ELM is capable of achieving
good generalisation ability and extremely rapid training speed.

Evolutionary ELM
Typically, the amount of hidden neurons is randomly
determined during the application of ELM. However, ELM
may require higher amounts of hidden neurons as a result of
the random determination of the hidden biases and input
weights. (Zhu et al. 2005) proposed a novel learning algorithm
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representational learning. Their experiments tested a 784-700700-15000-10 multi-layer ELM network using the popular
MNIST data set. This data set contains 10,000 images for
testing and 60,000 images of handwritten digits that are used
for training. The results showed that compared to other stateof-the-art deep learning techniques, the multi-layer ELMAE
achieved matchable precision and was significantly faster in
training (see Table 2). Kasun et al. (2013) also examined by
which the ELM auto encoder acquires and learns feature
representations. They made 10 mini data sets that contained
digits 0–9 taken from the MNIST data set. Each mini data set
was then sent through an ELM AE (network structure: 78420-784). They observed that the output weights β of the ELMAE were able to actually obtain valuable information from the
original images. Additionally, Huang et al. (2014)
demonstrated that the unsupervised ELM performed better
than the deep auto-encoder in terms of clustering and
embedding tasks.

Fully complex ELM
To extend the ELM algorithm’s application,(Li et al. 2005)
developed a fully complex extreme learning algorithm called
the C-ELM. In this algorithm, the ELM algorithm’s reach was
extended from being in the real domain all the way to the
complex domain. Like ELM, the hidden layer biases and input
weights of C-ELM were selected randomly on the basis of
some continuous distribution probability. Afterwards, the
output weights were computed analytically instead of it
turning iteratively. Then, C-ELM was utilised to equalise a
complex nonlinear channel using QAM signals.

Symmetric ELM
(Liu et al. 2013) proposed a modified ELM algorithm known
as the symmetric ELM (S-ELM). This algorithm turned the
hidden neurons’ original activation function into a symmetric
function in terms of the samples’ input variables.
Theoretically, S-ELM is capable of preserving the capacity to
approximate N arbitrary distinct samples with any errors. It
was shown by the simulation results that S-ELM can obtain
faster learning speed, better generalisation performance, and
more compact network architecture by using the prior
knowledge for symmetry.

Table 2: Performance comparison of ELM-AE with state-ofthe-art deep networks on MNIST data set (Kasun et al. 2013)
Algorithms

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ELM AND
APPLICATIONS
Comprehensive empirical studies have been performed about
the performance of ELM and ELM’s variants. In the past
years, it has also been compared with other advanced learning
algorithms. Typically, ELM is easy in implementation, fast
and stable in training, and accurate in prediction and
modelling.

Testing accuracy Training time
(%)

ELM-AE

99.03

444.655 s

Deep belief network (DBN)

98.87

20,580 s

Deep Boltzmann machine
(DBM)

99.05

68,246 s

Stacked auto-encoder (SAE)

98.6

>17 h

Stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE)

98.72

>17 h

Comparison with SVM and its variant
Extreme Learning Machine for Speech Application

A detailed empirical study about the generalisation
performance and training efficiency of ELM regression and
classification was given in Huang, Zhou, et al. (2012).
Comparisons were made with LS-SVM and classical SVM on
over forty data sets. Moreover, they studied various kinds of
activation functions in ELM. The experimental results verified
that ELM was able to exhibit similar or better generalisation
performance for binary class classification and regression, and
that it showed pointedly better generalisation performance in
terms of multiclass classification data sets. Furthermore, ELM
had a significantly faster learning speed (reaching up to
several orders of magnitude) and better scalability.

Comprehensive empirical studies have been performed in
language identification. Furthermore, several attempts have
been conducted to build an ELM-based language classifier as
a replacement for the classical SVM. (Xu et al. 2015)
formulated a new type of extreme learning machine which
they then applied on language identification. They called this
algorithm the Regularised Minimum Class Variance Extreme
Learning Machine (RMCVELM). The algorithm’s core goal
is to lessen the structural risk, empirical risk, and the intraclass variance. The authors assessed it based on execution
time and accuracy. They discovered that it performed better
than SVM in terms of execution time. It was also able to
achieve comparable classification accuracy. (Lan et al. 2013)
also tried to apply extreme learning machine for speaker
recognition. They applied LM on speaker that has text
independent data. They then compared the results obtained

Comparison with deep learning
Kasun et al. (2013) developed an ELM-based auto encoder
(ELM-AE) that can be used for classification and
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with that of SVM. They found out that ELM has higher
accuracy and faster execution. (Han et al. 2014) also
attempted to identify the speaker’s emotion using extreme
learning machine as classifier and DNN as feature extractor.
They found that ELM and Kernel ELM (KELM), when
combined with DNN, have the highest accuracies compared to
all the other baseline approaches. (Muthusamy et al. 2015)
utilised ELM with another classifier on various types of
audio-related classification problems. They also addressed
emotion recognition based on the speaker’s audio. They used
GMM model features as inputs for the classifier. The authors
stress the power of GMM-based features in offering
discriminative factors that can be used to classify emotions.

ELM for image processing
ELM is also considered an attractive technique for image
processing. For instance, (An & Bhanu 2012) introduced an
efficient image super resolution method that has its basis in
ELM. The aim of their approach is to generate high resolution
images from inputs with low-resolution. In the training
process, the input was extracted from the image features.
Furthermore, the high frequency components that were taken
from the original images with high-resolution were utilized as
the target values. Then, ELM learns a model that is capable of
mapping the interpolated image and imposing it on the highfrequency components. Once training is done, the learned
model can predict the high-frequency components using lowresolution images. (Li et al. 2013) used ELM to burn state
recognition of rotary kiln. (Chang et al. 2010) used ELM for
change detection of land cover and land use. Moreover, ELM
was utilised for image classification by (Cao et al. 2013; Bazi
et al. 2014). ELM was used to assess the perceived image
quality (Decherchi et al. 2013; Suresh et al. 2009). ELM was
also utilised in the detection of semantic concept for videos
(Lu et al. 2013). Image deblurring can also be done using
filters that are learned by ELM (Wang et al. 2011). SAE-ELM
was utilised in the coal mine water inrush’s multi-level
forecasting model (Zhao & Hu 2014).

ELM for medical/biomedical applications
Medical or biomedical data typically have high dimensional
features or a large amount of samples. Thus, medical or
biomedical data analysis often utilise advanced machine
learning techniques like SVM, Since ELM offers many
advantages compared to other learning algorithms, its
application in this area could be an interesting thing to see.
Indeed, many encouraging results on the application of ELM
to predict protein–protein interactions (You et al. 2013), EEGbased vigilance estimation(Shi & Lu 2013),epileptic EEG
patterns recognition (Yuan et al. 2011; Song et al. 2012; Song
& Zhang 2013), transmembrane beta-barrel chains detection
(Savojardo et al. 2011), an eye-control method for eye-based
computer interaction (Barea et al. 2012), spike sorting with
overlap resolution that is based on a hybrid noise-assisted
methodology (Adamos et al. 2010), lie detection (Gao et al.
2013), an electrocardiogram ECG (Karpagachelvi et al. 2012),
liver parenchyma segmentation (Huang et al. 2012), diagnosis
of hepatitis (Kaya & Uyar 2013), thyroid (Li et al. 2012),
arrhythmia classification in ECG (Kim et al. 2009), detection
of mycobacterium tuberculosis in tissue sections (Osman et al.
2012), protein secondary structure prediction (Saraswathi et
al. 2012), and metagenomics taxonomic classification
(Rasheed & Rangwala 2012) have been observed in recent
years.

ELM for system modelling and prediction
Because traditional neural networks have had wide uses in
system prediction and modelling, ELM also has great
potential in the development of accurate and efficient models
for these applications. (Xu et al. 2013) proposed an ELMbased predictor that can be used in the actual frequency
stability assessment (FSA) of power systems. The predictor’s
inputs are the power system operational parameters, while the
output is set as the frequency stability margin. This margin
measures the power system’s stability degree, subject to a
contingency. Using off-line training and a frequency stability
database, one can apply the predictor online for real-time
FSA. They tested the predictor on New England’s 10generator 39-bus test system. The results of this simulation
revealed that it is capable of accurately and efficiently
predicting the frequency stability. ELM was also utilised for
electricity price forecasting (Chen et al. 2012), sales
forecasting (Wong & Guo 2010; Chen & Ou 2011),
temperature prediction of molten steel (Tian & Mao 2010),
security assessment of wind power system (Xu et al. 2012; Xu
et al. 2012), drying system modelling (Balbay et al. 2012), etc.
Because of its notable advantages, many other applications
have adopted ELM. Based on past literature, we can witness
its successful applications in control system design, text
analysis, chemical process monitor, feature selection,
clustering,
ranking,
and
representational
learning.
Furthermore, ELM can be applied to more potential fields as
well.

ELM for computer vision
ELM has had successful applications in various computer
vision tasks, such as human action recognition (Minhas et al.
2010; Minhas et al. 2012), face recognition (Mohammed et al.
2011; Zong & Huang 2011; Choi et al. 2012; Baradarani et al.
2013; Marqués & Graña 2013; He et al. 2014), terrain-based
navigation (Kan et al. 2013), and matching of fingerprints
(Yang et al. 2013).
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STRENGTH AND WEAKNESSES OF ELM

CONCLUSION

Majority of the literature reviewed considers ELM to be a
good learning machine tool. ELM’s major strength is that the
hidden layers’ learning parameters, including the biases and
input weights, do not have to be iteratively tuned like in SLFN
(Huang et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2012;
Ding et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015; Ebtehaj et al.
2016). Because of this, the ELM is capable of achieving faster
speeds and lower costs (Huang et al. 2015). Furthermore, it is
the most favoured in machine learning compared to its
predecessors. Some of the other commendable attributes of
ELM include good generalisation accuracy and performance
(Huang et al. 2015), simple learning algorithm (Zhang et al.
2016), improved efficiency (Huang et al. 2006; Ding et al.
2014), non-linear transformation during its training phase,
possession of a unified solution to different practical
applications (Huang 2015), lack of local minimal and
overfitting (Huang et al. 2006; Huang 2015), the need for
fewer optimisations compared to SVM and LS-SVM, and its
similar computational cost with SVM (Zhang et al. 2016).
More importantly, ELM is able to bridge the gap between
biological learning machines and conventional learning
machines (Huang et al. 2015),which is the goal of (Huang et
al. 2004) (cited in(Huang et al. 2015)), a pioneer in the study
of ELM.

This paper presented a comprehensive review of the ELM
algorithm, with emphasis on its applications and variants. The
aim of the paper is to show that ELM is a valuable tool for
research applications, as it can provide more accurate results
and save time in terms of the calculation time during
classification, regression and other similar problems.
However, some of the ELM algorithm’s open problems have
to be solved as well. The following concerns are still open and
may be worth studying in the future: (i) theoretical proof and
application of the optimal amount of hidden nodes, (ii)
approximation
of
generalisation
performance
(iii)
generalisation capability so that it can manage high
dimensional data (Deng et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Oneto et
al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016), (iv) modification of ELM
algorithm for distributed and parallel computation (Ding et al.
2014; Bodyanskiy et al. 2016). (Huang 2014) also stressed on
the need to examine the connection between ELM and other
algorithms related to it, such as the random forest algorithm.
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Despite the many advantages that ELM possesses, it still has
some flaws. For example, it was observed that the
classification boundary of the hidden layers’ learning
parameters may not be optimal since they remain the same
during training (Cao et al. 2012; Ding et al. 2014).
Furthermore, ELM is not capable of managing large high
dimensional data (Huang et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016) since
it needs more hidden nodes compared to the conventional
tuning algorithms. It also is not suitable for being parallelised
because it goes through pseudo-inverse circulation (Oneto et
al. 2016). A number of these challenges are already being
addressed by modifications, optimisations, and hybridisations.
However, many of the current literature in ELM still have the
following recommendations for further research: (i)
theoretical proof and application of the optimal amount of
hidden nodes, (ii) approximation of generalisation
performance (iii) generalisation capability so that it can
manage high dimensional data (Deng et al. 2016; Liu et al.
2016; Oneto et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016),(iv) modification
of ELM algorithm for distributed and parallel computation
(Ding et al. 2014; Bodyanskiy et al. 2016). (Huang 2014) also
stressed on the need to examine the connection between ELM
and other algorithms related to it, such as the random forest
algorithm.
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